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The Department with a view of the earth below, trees in front and the sky above



The department is happy to bring out  the third issue

of English Mahila, the last in 2021.  A 71  page potpourri

of creative outpourings contributed by the outgoing batch

of the M.A students comes as a special feature of this

issue. Despite staying  at different remote locations in the

state, it is quite heartening that each and every student

has attempted to write something or the other and they

put together the digital supplement all by themselves.

I appreciate their collective efforts. Special mention has to

be made of M. Sireesha who collated all the write ups and

sent them to me.

I would like to thank Prof. C. R. Viswesvar Rao, former

Vice Chancellor, Vikrama Simhapuri University, Nellore and

Prof. Ch. A. Rajendra Prasad, Rector, Dravidian University,

Kuppam for their encouraging feedback on English Mahila,

which is included on the last page of this News Letter.

The teaching has been completely online during the

last four months and we are happy to have the first years

back in the department now, who will stay for sometime,

finish their first semester exams before they go back.

 As much as the students and most others, we the

teachers too are desperate for normalcy to return. Teaching

online for a year and a half may have made us comfortable

in navigating the online mode, but it has not lessened our

yearning for offline/physical classes, even a wee bit. May

the wait be not too long.
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Release of the Second issue of English Mahila by Prof. T.Asoka Rani at the

second alumnae meet

Second Online Alumnae Meet held on 11.06.2021



Prof . T. Bharathi

n Presented the paper “Christianity in Indian Social Context” at the
International Webinar on “The Meaning of Cultural and Religious Identity
in the Pluralistic and Globalized World” on 23 June 2021.

n Published the paper “Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment: A Socio-

realistic Novel” in IJELLS, July 2021.

Prof. Y. S. Sharada
n Attended a two-day user awareness Workshop organized by IQAC

on Global Information System Technology in association with
Elsevier on 25.06.2021 & 28.06.2021 from 11-1 pm.

n Participated in a National Webinar on Quality Education

                Accreditation and Teacher Development organized by Internal Quality

                 Assurance Cell, SPMVV on 18-08-2021.

n Participated in a National Webinar on Adolescent Mental Health:

       Revisiting Determinants & Intervention organised by Department of

                 Social Work, Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, on 16th July 2021.

n  Participated in a Training seminar for NAAC accreditation organized

       by Inpods Ed-tech on 19th, 20th and 21st July 2021.

n Participated in a three day National FDP for higher education faculty

      members on TEACHING-COMPETENCIES FOR SELF-DIRECTED

        LEARNING organized by Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC),

       Mar Baselios Institute of Technology and Science (MBITS),

       Kothamangalam,   Kerala in  association with The Institution of

        Engineers (India) [IEI], Kochi Local  Center, Kerala on 28th, 29th, 30th

July 2021.

Prof. G. Sheela Swarupa Rani

 n Published the article “Men in Shashi Deshpande’s Roots and
Shadows” in  BHAAVA VEENA Journal of Arts, Literary, Culture and
Language Study Vol. 18 , Issue  8 ,  August 2021.



Activities of the Dean of  Student Affairs

Ø Organized a training Programme on “How to Access the e-resources on

Knimbus platform in collaboration with Library SPMVV and Internal

Quality Assurance Cell, SPMVV on 10-06-2021.

Ø Organized a webinar as Dean, Student Affairs on Disha SOS-The Safety

App for women on 01-07-2021 at 10.30 am in collaboration with

Department of Women’s Studies. MS. E. Supraja, Additional

Superintendent of Police addressed the students and gave a

demonstration as to how the App should be used followed by

interactive session. Nearly 1000 students participated in the webinar

through Zoom   link and YouTube. More than  3500 students of SPMVV

downloaded the App successfully.



Prof. P. Hari Padma Rani

  Ø  Took charge as Dean, Academic Affairs on 1st July  2021.

Ø  Did an invited book review for the AP State Council of Higher Education
at “Talk the Book” programme conducted on 9th July.



Ø Gave an invited talk on 16.07.2021 at the National Webinar organized by the
Department of English , Krishna University on “Lexis: The Key to Language
Learning”.

Ø Conducted a Poetry Writing Contest on the theme “ India   2047: My Vision”
as part of Bharat Ka Amrut Mahostav on August 2021.

Ø Attended C.A. Sheppard Memorial Lecture 2021 delivered by Prof. Stanley
Fish on 05 August 2021 for BTV SB College, Kerala.

       Ø Participated in a National Webinar on Quality Education

           Accreditation and Teacher Development organized by Internal Quality

          Assurance Cell, SPMVV on 18-08-2021.

 Ø Attended Prof. S. K. Rangacharya Endowment Lecture delivered by

Prof. M. V. Narayanan, University of Kerala on “Recent Trends in Cultural

Studies” on 10.08.2021 organized by Dravidian University, Kuppam.

     Ø Attended meetings as external member of the BOS in English of the

following institutions in the last four months:

1. Vidyanikethan Engineering College, Rangampet.

2. Krishna University, Machilipatnam.

3. Central University of Andhra Pradesh, Ananthapur.

4. QUIS Engineering College, Ongole



Prof .M. Neeraja

Ø      Attended a National Webinar on “Quality Education Accreditation and

Teacher Development” organized by A P State Council for higher Education

(APSCHE) in collaboration with SPMVV, on 18.08.2021.

Prof .V. Nirmala

Ø      Elected as  General Secretary of Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam

Teachers’ Association  for the period 2021-2023.

Ø  Attended a two-day user awareness Workshop organized by IQAC on

Global Information System Technology in association with Elsevier on

25.06.2021 & 28.06.2021 from 11-1 pm.

Ø  Attended a three day Yoga Training organized by the department of

Physical Education and Wellness centre, SPMVV form 18th June to 21st June

2021.

Ø  Attended Prof. S. K. Rangacharya Endowment Lecture delivered by

Prof. M. V. Narayanan, University of Kerala on “Recent Trends in Cultural

Studies” on 10.08.2021 organized by Dravidian University, Kuppam.

Ø  Attended a Seminar on “Language Consciousness” organized jointly

by the Dept. of Telugu Studies, SPMVV and Telugu Sanskrit Academy of

Andhra Pradesh on 13.08.2021, at Saveri Seminar Hall, SPMVV, Tirupati.

Ø  Attended “Dr. Malathi Chandur Endowment Programme” organized

by the Dept. of Telugu Studies, SPMVV, on 21st August 2021.

Ø  Attended National Webinar on “Quality Education Accreditation and

Teacher Development” organized by A P State Council for higher Education

(APSCHE) in collaboration with SPMVV, on 18.08.2021.



Dr. K. Revathi

Ø  Has done  AICTE DQIP Short Term Course on “Enhancing

Communication: Empowering Technocrats”, conducted online from 7th to

11th June 2021 by School of Humanities, Social Sciences and

Management, Indian Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar.

Ø  Participated and got Prize in “Bharat ka  Amrit Mahotsav” through

Cycling/Covid-19 Vaccination/Yoga/ Social Service in August 2021.

Ø   Participated in the three day National level Yoga Training

Programme organized by the Department of Physical Education and

Wellness centre, Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati from 18th

 to 20th June 2021.

Ø  Participated and presented a paper entitled “Teaching Online: Does it

Give Quality Education” in a Webinar on A Study on Blending Remote

Teaching and Learning Strategies among Urban and Rural Colleges

organized by Indian Council of Social Science Research UCSSR, Institute of

Technology Educations, Vijayawada  held on 3 and 4 July 2021.

Ø   Attended a Webinar on “Lexis: The key to Language Learning”

Organized by the department of English, Krishna University,

Machilipatnam, on 16th July 2021.

Ø  Attended a National Webinar on “Adolescent Mental Health Revisiting

Determinants and Intervention” Organized by the Department of Social

Work, Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati on 16-07-2021.

Ø  Attended a National Webinar on “An Overview of Internet of

Things in Multidisciplinary Aspects” Organized by DST-CURIE-AI centre,

Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati on 17-07-2021.

Ø  Attended a  National Development Program on “Teaching-

Competences for Self-Directed Learning” organized by IQAC, MBITS, Kerala

from 28 to 20 July 2021.



Ø  Attended  a National Webinar on “Quality Education Accreditation

and Teacher Development” organized by AP State Council of Higher

Education (APSCHE) in collaboration with Sri Padmavati Mahila

Visvavidyalayam,Tirupati on 18-08-2021.

Ø  Attended  an International Webinar on “Social Work

Profession in Geriatric Care-Current Roles, Challenges and Emerging

Trends” Organized by Heritage Foundation, Hyderabad on 28-30

July and 3-5 August 2021.

     Ø  Completed the NPTEL Online Course “Enhancing Soft Skills and

        Personality”  in August 2021.



WEBINARS

A webinar was organised by Prof. Y. S. Sharada on Eco-Sensibility through

Literature:An Introduction to Ecocriticism on 30-07-2021 from 3-

5pm.Dr.Karthik Kumar ,Associate Professor,Annamalai University,Tamil

Nadu was the  Resource person.



Doctorate Holders from the Department

Doctorate holders from the Department with some of the teachers,

jubilant on receiving their Doctoral degrees at the 18th Convocation held

on 25-08-21.



Departmental BOS Meet

Online BOS meeting with the external members Prof. JayaRaj from

EFLU,Prof. Tirupati Rao from Dravidian University & Prof. R.Deepta

from Sanskrit Vidyapith held on 30/06/21

Student Achievements

M. Sireesha of the final year won III Prize in a patriotic song competition

organized by the Department of Biosciences and Sericulture in connection

with ‘Bharat Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ on 24.07.2021.



The first year M. A.  class during the Covid times



Our Recent Alumnae with New Jobs

Jothsna

Welfare and Education Secretary,

Thavanampalli Mandal,

Cherlopalli village.



        Feedback from the Readers on the second issue of English Mahila

Prof. C.R. Visweswara Rao

University

former Vice Chancellor

Vikrama  Simhapuri

Nellore

Prof. Ch. A. Rajendra Prasad

Rector

former Registrar

Dravidian University

Kuppam



Dear Madams,

Good morning!

I, Vijayalakshmi, at the outset, would like to thank you for accepting my

request to institute an endowment lecture!

I received the news letter, “English Mahila” where I am given a place and

your kind words gave me the warmth of being with you physically!

I am honoured and I sincerely appreciate your time and efforts in bringing

out this news letter,  making us still a part of the University!

I was happy  meeting all of you, aptly representing ‘English Mahilas’, during

the zoom meeting. 

I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to my guide  without whose

motivation and support, the instituting of this Endowment Lecture

would not have been possible.

I humbly request you to inspire us further to be more generous and I

strongly believe that nothing is more magnanimous in this world than those

committed, working hands!

Grateful always!

Regards

Vijayalakshmi.

  Asian Pigeonwings in the Department

Editor: Prof. P. Hari Padma Rani Type Settiing: K. Kotamma



 

 

 

 

 
 

Showcasing the CREATIVE WORK by the outgoing students of M.A. English 

Language and Literature (2019-21). 
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HOSTEL LIFE 

 

Staying outside the home is not 

easy 

Life in the hostel is very busy 

 

Leaving your parents is a very tough call 

Hostel life will never let you fall 

 

Many people teach you how to care 

Hostel life teaches you how to 

share 

 

People will only say everything is possible 

Hostel life provides you a chance to become 

responsible 

 
Some people are wrong and others are right 

In hostel , you can make your future bright



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  C.Manasa 

 M .A .English -II  

Roll No: 01 

manasachandagari2@gmail.com 
  
 

 

 

mailto:manasachandagari2@gmail.com


 

My Love Towards Languages 

 
It started when I was a child 

It’s with me till now 

It’s My LOVE towards languages 

It started with my National Language. 

I remember how it started 

Love the way I learnt 

Love the way I remembered 

Love the passion I had for it  

 I  Wanted to master 

But road turned to the Official Language. 

The long covid break introduced me To 

the toughest language in the world It 

was like the Great wall of China 

 Mysterious like the Dragon 

Hard! But fought like Israelites 

Under Gideon’s Leadership Tried 

to learn the stroke order No 

guide, No guidance 

Not working on it right now, but will. 

The toughest one lead me to the little easiest one 

Whose country is known for it’s entertainment If 

you know ‘Annyeonghasaeyo’, 

You know what I am talking. 

My teaching career and my Karnataka students Are 

my next influencers 

To have a glance at our neighbour’s Language. 

Will this countinue? 

Don’t know, don’t know 

Where it’s gonna to lead 

me, 

My Love Towards Languages 

English Language and literature   ****  2019ENG17002 **** Mary prashanthi Chilakaluri 



God, Grateful to You 

 
God, grateful to You 

Great instructors You gave us 

I knew not what I was 

They brought out the different me 

Gratitude might be just a word 

My heart is filled with more 

Not only mine, but of all my amigas 

 
God, Grateful to You 

Beautiful mates You gave me 

Never thougt of having 

Such great bonds. 

One of mine, like sister 

Cares, shouts and loves me. 

Another, my bestie, my spiritual friend 

Very bold, always leads me. 

 
God, Grateful to you 

For the Spiritual friends you gave me 

Help me a lot to stand strong. 

My roommates 

Who care for me, love and endure 

me Like sisters. 

And My Hangugeo Chingu 

Brilliant one, my language partner. 

 

God, Grateful to you 

For this beautiful part of my life 

Mary prashanthi Chilakaluri 2019ENG17002 

Hangugeo chingu = Korean friend Maryprashanthi534@gmail.com 

mailto:Maryprashanthi534@gmail.com
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Conversation Between me and my junior 
 

 

[I met my Junior in my Degree campus] 
 
 

My Junior : Hi ! How are you ? 

Me : Hello ! I’m Well. 

My Junior : what are you doing now sister? 

Me : I’m doing my PG at SPMVV University. 

My Junior : Can you tell which course is better for me in PG ? 

Me : I suggest  M.A English  as it is better for your future. 

My Junior : kindly tell me, what are the benefits of doing English 

literature 

Me  : English is an international language, so we get more 

and  more professional opportunities. 

My Junior : Would you please explain  to me about the 

opportunities . 

 Me : Teaching profession, Anchoring, Translation, 

Journalism or  many other jobs in the world. 

My Junior : How can I get admission into your university? 

Me  : Apply for entrance examination Then attend the 

counseling then you will get seat. 

My Junior : Kindly inform me the date of Entrance Examination. 

Me : Certainly I shall intimate to you. 

My Junior : Thank you for your kind information. 

Me : It’s all right, bye. 



Name : J.Sravanthi 

Roll number: 05 

Final M.A 

Sravanthijajjarapu@Email.com 
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I'm Madhuri.It's a portrait of my parents sketched by me on their 27th Marriage Anniversary 

i.e.,30 April 2020. But on 25th june 2021, my father was dead and he is no more for us... Most 

of us think our parents will always be with us, when something like this happens, it just 

shakes the life. I feel torn, incomplete, the sense of loss turns to depression... We can't 

imagine our life without our loved ones. I try to look for him in my dreams but he never 

shows up. If he does then I wake up to an utter disappointment. I can't still believe he is 

gone. He was my Hero, the person I respected and loved the most... I didn't have a chance to 

say a goodbye nor apologize for all my mistakes and for all the times I let him down. He was 

always proud of me no matter what... He taught me so many things to make me a better 

person to face life and be bold and responsible and strong. I wish I had been there to hold 

him in his last seconds. My dad was a dialysis patient from 2017 . He fought like a giant 

against that monster for almost four years. Until he could not fight any longer. That awful 

moment lingers in my head and wakes me up at night. It's been one and a half month and I 

miss him more and more... 

I miss you more than ever. I miss your Guidance and your love but I know you are still 

watching silently from above... From heaven you are still giving the love you always had... 

Daddy,I don't want to disappoint  you and I want to make you proud so that you will know 

that your love and efforts haven't been in vain... 

With love... Your Daughter. Madhuri Balasundaram.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bindhu Sneha Madhuri.K 

Roll no:06 

Mail id: madhurikadivella@gmail.com 

mailto:madhurikadivella@gmail.com


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In recent times everyone's life has changed drastically because 

of COVID - 19. Many of us worried about our lives and those of 

our loved ones and suffered a lot. Finally, doctors had found the 

vaccine to get rid of this problem. Again, here comes another 

problem i.e., Myths about vaccination. As responsible citizens of 

India, we want to give some kind of awareness regarding this 

issue. So we prepared a poster to bring some awareness about 

that and sent this to the UBA Competitions also. 



Let me explain the poster first. The background colors of the poster 

are black and white which symbolize fear and life. Without vaccination 

we were living i fear of death. So to represent that we used black color 

for that part and after vaccination, again we got hopeful about our 

survival. To indicate that we used white color. While coming to the 

images that we used in the poster, they are mainly inspired by the day 

to day conversations during this period. We heard many new words 

like quarantine, lockdown, social distance, sanitizer, mask, and work 

from home . They might not be completely foreign words but many of 

us have been using them frequently only in this pandemic. So based on 

this new set of  words that got into our  common vocabulary list, we 

collected a set of images which represent them and arranged them 

randomly. Here comes the main part: If we want to get rid of all those 

problems we have only one option that is VACCINE. So to represent 

that, we drew lines and connected all those lines with a single arrow 

which represents a solution for all those problems. Next to represent 

vaccine we used the injection image. In the terms and conditions of 

the competition, they mentioned to use regional language so we wrote 

our quote and the other lines in Telugu. But irrespective of language, 

we want our poster to speak a lot more than our words. Thus we 

ended up  creating the poster.and that is the whole idea behind the 

poster. While making the poster we actually learnt a lot of things like 

how to make a poster and as literature students we tried to represent 

things in a symbolic way. This is a completely new and different 

experience for us and we enjoyed working on this and this boosted up 

our confidence levels and motivated us to participate enthusiastically 

in future competitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E-mail ID: kaipa.sravya367@gmail.com 

 

mailto:kaipa.sravya367@gmail.com


 

My Second Mother 
 
 
 

She loves me like a mother 

And cares for me like a 

father; She guides me like 

a sister 

And protects me like a brother; 

She supports me like a best friend 

And figts with me like an enemy; 

She corrects me like a teacher 

And always been my well-wisher. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We share everything 

And fight over silly things; 

We’re friends and enemies too; 

Our soul is one bodies two. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I saw many talking only about 

Mother’s love and father’s sacrifice. 

May be they don’t have a sister like you. 

You care for me like no other, 

That’s why I call you “My Second Mother”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You are my happiness, 

Strength and weakness too. 

It’s you – who inspires me; 

It’s you – who I want to be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kappera Sai Varsha 2019ENG17010 

Kapperasaivarsha22@gmail.com

mailto:Kapperasaivarsha22@gmail.com


 



THIS PART OF MY LIFE 

Part of my life, I didn’t plan to leave home, 

I didn’t expect that I would pursue Masters in English language 
and 

literature. 

Never thought I could stay away from my native place. 

 

 
This place taught me many, had no idea how literature could 
change 

one’s life and I was inspired by great authors and poets. 

And yes literature is the reflection of life. 

Emerson says “knowing from the past experience of authors, writers 

is the best way to be  a scholar. 

 

 
Final one, Language….. 

Which taught me how to communicate 

 

 
This part of my life is precious. 

 
 

 
By 

 

Ellen Mary Glynne.L, 

Roll no. 12, 

Mail id: glynne.mary28@gmail.com. 

mailto:glynne.mary28@gmail.com


 

 
THINGS END BUT MOMORIES 

LAST FORVER 
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COLLEGE MEMORIES 
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I have a special bond 

with every place in my 

UNIVERSITY. The very 

first memory in campus 

is my first visit to 

AUDITORIUM on 

12.06.2019 for 

counseling, my feelings 

of nervousness and 

anxiety about 

admission, there started 

my journey as  a student 

of 

M.A. English Language 

and Literature in SPMVV 

I still remember those 

precious moments…. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

College is the best place for both education and enjoyment for every 

student. Irreplaceable memories with college and my friends are filled up in my heart. 

 

 
Our department of English language and literature is the best place of 

enlightenment. Our professors cared, motivated, guided and encouraged in every 

academic and non-academic aspect. I feel as if I was home schooled in our department. 

 

 
Every day in every class I was inspired by the magical teaching skills of our professors 

which made me learn something new every day. 

My mentor’s precious words motivated me in many aspects. I feel gratified to share 

some of my memories here. 
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Hostel life is very special for me. I developed new bonds, learned adjustments, 

experienced every feeling like laughter, love, fight, sharing and concern. 

Late night birthday celebrations, group discussions, combined studies…… every 

moment in hostel life is framed as a  beautiful picture in my memory and I miss all of 

it a lot in the pandemic.  The meetings on virtual platforms are not at all a 

compensation for what we miss.. 

 
………Hostel life……Messy rooms… ……Late evening roams… ….Mid night chats.. 

 

Lock & room …knocks by matron…….kettle noodles…..dinner specials……I have missed 

all these moments but these moments make my memories. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

OUR CELEBRATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“HARD TO FORGET STRONG MEMORIES 

WITH THE BEST PEOPLE” 
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“Mem 

ories are the time less treasure of the 

heart” 

 
 

Hostel life taught me to develop my taste to every 

dish, to adjust and befriend  students from different 

regions 

, different cultures,  with different accents,and different kinds of 
supportiveness. 

My very frist memory in hostel was very bitter. 27.06.2019 was my first day in 

my hostel. I badly missed my parents and was home sick, cried on phone calls 

with my father but within a week I was happy and fitted in with my new 

friends care & affection. They were totally new to me then but now they are 

my best buddies. 

 

 
“HOSTEL LIFE IS AMAZING 

SPECIALLY AT NIGHTS” 
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FRIENDS……..FUN …….MEMORIES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
By 

M.Pavani, 

Roll no: 13, 

Mail id: pavani.machagiri97@gmail.com 
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Hi everyone I am SIREESHA MOORATHOTI from the 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE, 

SPMVV , Tirupathi. 9390118677 is my contact number and 

moorathotisireesha123@gmail.com is my mail id. 

 

We all know that our mother is the only person on earth who loves 

her children endlessly and we all are aware of some writings that reflect her 

love. But we don’t think about the daily routine of her and her struggles to 

make us happy and comfortable. Here is a little attempt by me to make 

everyone think about her struggles in her daily routine. 

mailto:moorathotisireesha123@gmail.com


 



 



THE RICHEST MAN 

Once there was a rich man named subbaiah. He 

was very rich, and he owned many cars and many 

buildings. He had nearly fifty servants to look after 

him and his household. He had everything that he 

wanted and he had many businesses. But peace 

and happiness vanished from his life. He was 

always thinking about his properties and about 

different problems in his businesses. Thinking 

about all these, he became irritable and started 

shouting at his servants for silly things. One day he 

listened to two of his servants talking about him, 

that he was very rude in his behavior. 

Subbaiah started thinking about himself 

and      about his character. He decided to meet a sage 

to find a solution for his problem. Next day he 

went to a sage and explained to him his problem, 

that though he was rich he had no peace and 

happiness in his life 



 The sage said, “If you see everything in green color 

around you this will bring a change in your mind.” 

Subbaiah returned home and ordered his  servants to 

make everything in my house green. Now he had a 

green house, green cars, green dresses everything in 

green color. 

After one month he again visited the sage 

and said he spent crores of money on changing 

everything into green but there was no peace or 

joy in his life still. The Sage said “Instead of 

spending crores of money on changing everything 

into green why didn’t you buy a pair of green 

glasses? If you wear green glasses everything will 

be visible in green colour. Similarly, if you change 

your mind to see the situations in different ways, 

you will not lose your peace. 

The tree gives us fruits. It is our wish weather 

to eat them or not. Similarly life gives us situations. 

It is our wish to     stay in peace or not. 



The rich man again asked the sage  why 
everyone 

around him  called him rude. 

Then  the sage replies “If there are two things 

on the  path you walk, i,e a diamond and a stone 

what will you pick up?”. 

The rich man replied “Diamond”. 

The Sage asked “Why don’t you take a stone?” 

The rich man said I feel happy if a take a 
diamond. 

“Similarly take the words from them which 

make you happy and leave the words which hurt 

you. It’s your wish what to take from them and 

what not  to take from them.” 

Again the rich man asked why life is so difficult. 

The sage answered “If you don’t know 1+1=2 it 

seems to be difficult, if you know it, it seems to be 

easy. Similarly if you know what is life and what 

makes you happy your life is easy.” 



 The sage said trying to change your own mind 
gives you pleasure, when your mind is ugly you 
can’t see good in anything in this world. 

After hearing all this, Subbaiah decided to 

change  his mind and started a new life with peace 

and happiness. 
 

Mummadi.Sree saini 

M.A.English(Final) 
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HAVING A BEST FRIEND 

A story tells that two friends were walking through the 

desert. During some point of the journey they had an 

argument, and one of the friends slapped another one in his 

face. The one who got slapped was hurt, but without saying 

anything to his friend he wrote on the sand “Today my best 

friend slapped me “. 

They kept going through the desert until they found an 

oasis. They decided to take a bath. The one who slapped got 

stuck in the mire and started drowning, his friend saved 

him. After being saved from drowning, he wrote on a stone 

“Today my best friend saved my life”. 

The friend who has slapped and saved his best friend  

asked him “when I hurt you, you wrote on sand and now 

why did you write on a stone? His friend replied 

“When someone hurts us we should write down in sand  s  o 

wind can erase it. It means “forgiveness”. If someone does 

good to us we should engrave it on a stone, so that no winds 

can erase it and it will be always there in our hearts. 

 
 

Moral: In your life do not value the things you have ,but 

value who you have in your life. 
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THE UNREAL PALACE 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It was  a beautiful evening,  The sun was about to set. We 
ran into a stranger on the beach. He led us to a huge palace. We walked till 
late night to reach the palace. There were no lights in the palace except a 
small candle at the corner of a room in the basement. It was all dark and 
we heard only the hooting of owls and howling of winds. We were scared as 
we took the staircase to the basement, then a strange figure appeared on 
the window and there was a splash of blood .We got so scared and I woke 
up with a start only to realize that it was a dream and there was no real 
palace at all. 



LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL 
 

"If you are in a beautiful place where you can enjoy  the sunrise and the  sunset, then you are living like a 

lord". Likewise, here Megha ̂ ·M"  and Rishi{◆'̌ " lead their life happily.'. 
 

They are  a beautiful couple with beautiful hearts, having two beautiful baby girls,Jenni and 

Jessy ̂ ·"M  .This beautiful family  is always seen  with smiles on their beautiful lips. 

 Oneday,this beautiful family  bought a new car fi_.½,and have beautiful rides on beautiful days. 

The couple went to buy beautiful dresses for their beautiful girls in a beautiful mall .The beautiful mall 
was decorated with beautiful flowers.so, their beautiful hearts were attracted by this beautiful mall and  

they decided to shop beautiful frocks. After shopping, they had a beautiful dinnerÇ ̃◆("E¿  

in a Restaurantç]†¡ª?  named "LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL". 
 

After having a beautiful dinner,they started to return home [¡‘m2 _.On the way home, their beautiful car got 

into an accident. The father went  into and nothing happened to 

the beautiful girls and their mom. They immediately took their father to hospital. These 

two beautiful girls were very scared, when they saw their father going into a coma.  The docter's say it is 

very difficult to do the operation. because, he is in a coma. 
 

On hearing this, the beautiful wife comes to her husband and expresses her love through every beautiful 

drop that comes out of her beautiful eye .Whenever, that beautiful drop goes and falls on her 

husband's body, there is a response in him . The doctors immediately set up the operation theater and 
make the operation  a success. 

 

.The beautiful family was finally seen beautifully hugging one another.²'  ß” . The  Beautiful  ’  

heart always wants to be a beautiful thing. 
 

"Everything in life has a beautiful 
 

Ending.... 
 

If it's not beautiful then believe 
 

It's not the end... 
 

It's just the beginning of something 
 

More beautiful..!!! 
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fiello everybody! 

I’m Shobha,the one whom you see in the picture,in 

the next page you can find my writing which I wrote 

in remembrance of my PG days,the days to be 

remembered forever,theie are the final dayi 

ipending our time in college ai a itudent and I’m 

really going to miii theie dayi.The iad thing ii, 

we couldn’t ipend our iecond year in the campui 

completely and the happieit thing ii, atleait we 

have ipent one beautiful year with beloved profeiiori 

and dear onei,and I wiih all of ui deierve the beit 

in every… 

mailto:patilshobharani@gmail.com


“TfiE DAYS I DO REMEMBER” 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When I remember these days, I wipe off my silent tears… 

I remember the day, 

The day I entered into our University and decided to be there for two long years… 

I remember the days, 

The days meeting people who took part in my beautiful memories… 

The days thickening the bonds between our classmates… 

The days having laughters while watching movies in lab with my fellows… 

The days filling our tummies with dayscholars carriers in between class intervals… 

The days taking photographs and spending hours to arrange things for parties… 



I remember the days, 

The days outing for shopping, chilling and treats with my roomies… 

The days bursting out our smiles on our sleepless nights… 

The days following timetables to fill water bottles… 

The days standing in a queue for early baths and washing clothes… 

The days struggling for internet and spending time at the corners of the windows… 

I remember the days, 

The days sharing jokes to  sharing notes… 

The days having funny yet serious discussions during exam nightouts… 

The days listening to the best talks by our professors… 

The days shifting classes from offline to online modes… 

The days attending as well as giving seminars through Apps… 

I remember the day, 

The day I realized that once two long years now turned out to be two short years… 

When I remember these days, I wipe off my silent tears… 

-PSR 



POEM 

You Are My Friend And I Hope 

You Know That's True. 

No Matter What Happens 

I Will Stand Right By You 

In Times of Grief 

I Will Give you Belief 

I'll Be There for you 

Whenever you Are In Need 

To Lend You A Hand 

To Do A Good Deed. 

So Just Call On Me When 

You Need Me,My Friend 



I Will Always Be There for you 

Right To The End. 

Best friend's Forever. 
 

p.swetha 

Rollno. 2019ENG170021, 
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This is for you son-i need this 
dad 

The real essence of life is livilng happily and 

healthily... So both of them can be caugh only 

in nature... So protect nature in return it I'll 

protect you... 

Here the father is saying proudly that he 

earn the properties like houses, factories 

and 



automobiles for his son... But his son 

innocently looking towards the nature and 

asking for the pure air, resources and for the 

pure life. 

This is what the real wealth is...So the real 

wealth is good health... and for good health 

we need nature. 

N -non 

A -

animating T 

-true and 

U -ultimate 

R -reversible 

treasure E - on Earth. 
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Hello everyone….. 
I’m Vidya…in this poem I tried to 
write my opinion about present life 
how we stayed at home.I regret that 
so many have lost their loved ones 
because of Pandemic.Finally I realized 
that God is our hope.I hope we shall 
overcome one day one fine day….. 



Not a pandemic 
but an 

alarm……… 
Who knew that everyone fights 

themselves 

Who knew that the rich and the poor 

live together 

Who knew that we are just a 

creation 

Who knew that there is humanity 

everywhere on this earth……. 

The day 

has come that everyone stayed at 

home 

The day 

has come that all roads are empty 

The day 

has come that there is no pollution 

The day 

has come that everyone should be 

aware of  thepandemic…… 

Everyone is staying at home to save 

their lives 

Everyone came to know the 

importance of life 

Everyone came to know that the 

rich and  the poor shared the same 

bed  in hospital 

Everyone came to know that our life 



All the folks came to know 
that it was not a pandemic but 
an alarm… 
All the folks started helping 
each other 

All the folks learnt a lesson 
not to be greedy for fame and 
money 

Suddenly I remember the 
poem we shall overcome one 
day 

I hope we all live in peace one 
day 

Let’s come together to fight 
with the pandemic……. 

 
Thank you……. 



MY THOUGHTS 
 

HEY YOU, HEY! 

START SPEAKING TO YOURSELF DON’T FIND REASONS TO LEAVE, 

YOUR URGING SELF FIND REASONS TO LIVE. 

YOUR NEEDY SELF 

YOUR EXCITED SELF 

YOUR SURPRISED SELF 

YOUR HAPPY SELF 

YOUR MYSTERIOUS SELF 

YOUR OBSESSED SELF HEY YOU KNOW, 

YOUR CURIOUS SELF YOU ARE VERY PRECIOUS 

YOUR ANXIOUS SELF JUT POTRAY IT WISELY. 

BUT PLEASE SPEAK TO YOUR INNER SELF. 

 
HELLO MYSELF, HEY YOU, 

I WANT TO FLY LIKE A BIRD, YOU SHOULD BE LIKE A BOOMERANG, 

SWIM LIKE A FISH. JUST GIVE IT BACK WHAT YOU RECEIVE. 

I WANT TO BE PRECIOUS AS PLATINUM, 

PURE AS PEARL . 

HELLO MYSELF, 

YOU KNOW, IF IT’S NOT YOU 

THEN WHO? 

FIGHT,LOSE,CRY,LAUGH,FALL 

HEY! AND STAND. 

I STARTED WRITING. BUT NEVER GIVE UP! 

WHETHER IT IS MEANINGFUL OR MEANINGLESS,  RUN UNTIL YOU WIN, 

PERFECT OR IMPERFECT,   GAIN WHAT YOU WHAT. 

FUNNY OR SERIOUS, YOU CAN DO THAT, COME ON… 

MY FEELINGS OR MY DEALINGS, 

MY THOUGHTS OR MEMORIES. 

FINALLY I STARTED WRITING AND I WRITE. 

 
 

 

INTROVERT TO ELOQUENT 

 
YES, I WAS AN INTROVERT…I DIDN’T KNOW HOW TO SPEAK WITH PEOPLE, 

NO CONFIDENCE TO SPEAK WHAT I FELT… NO WONDER IF I SAY I DIDN’T 

HAVE ANY FRIENDS IN INTERMEDIATE AND A VERY FEW FRIENDS IN 

GRADUATION. BUT THAT WAS PAST. NOW I KNOW HOW TO SPEAK AND 

WHAT TO SPEAK. NOW THE WHOLE CLASS INCLUDING MY JUNIORS ARE MY 

FRIENDS. 

I EVEN REMEMBERED THE VERY FIRST DAY OF MY CLASS WHEN 

PROFESSORS ASKED EVERYONE – WHY DID YOU SELECT THIS COURSE AND 

WHAT IS LITERATURE? I HAD NO ANSWER THEN BUT NOW I CAN PROUDLY 



SAY THAT I AM A LITERATURE STUDENT WHO IS NOT LEARNING JUST 

LESSONS BUT ALSO LIFE LESSONS, ETHICS  AND MORALS, MOREOVER, 

LITERATURE REFLECTS LIFE. I STILL WONDER HOW THESE TWO YEARS HAVE 

PASSED WITH LOTS OF MEMORIES AND ABUNDANCE OF KNOWLEDGE. I 

LEARNED MANY THINGS FROM EACH AND EVERYONE I MET. SO, FOR THIS I 

WOULD LIKE TO THANK EACH AND EVERYONE. I PROMISE THAT I WILL CARRY 

ALL THESE VALUES, ETHICS… AND WILL DEFINITELY SHARE WHAT I LEARNED 

WITH MY STUDENTS. I CAN ALSO STRONGLY SAY THIS IS WHAT THE WHOLE 

CLASS FEELS. 

 
“ YEOLEOBUN JEONGMAL NOMU GAMSHAHAMNIDA” 

(THANK YOU VERY MUCH EVERYONE) 

 
- S. CHANDRA SUDA, 

II M.A ENGLISH 

2019ENG170024 

Sudhasankarapu123@gmail.com 
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MY WORLD 

ONE OF MY PRECIOUS GIFTS I RECEIVED FROM GOD IS “MY FATHER”. I LOVE 

MY FATHER SO MUCH. I CANNOT DESCRIBE MY LOVE TOWARDS MY FATHER IN WORDS. 

MY FATHER ALWAYS SAYS “YOU ARE MY WORLD”. MY HEART DELIGHTS WHEN I HEAR 

THAT SENTENCE FROM MY FATHER. 

HE TREATS ME MORE AS FRIEND THAN A DAUGHTER. 

HE SHARES EVERYTHING WITH ME. 

HE ENCOURAGES ME WITH THE WORDS “I AM WITH YOU”. 

FATHER IS A PROTECTOR. 

FATHER IS TRUST. 



FATHER IS BEHIND EVERY VICTORY. 

FATHER IS A SYMBOL OF PATIENCE. 

FATHER IS THE VERY FIRST FOUNDATION OF OUR LIFE AND CARRER. 

WHATEVER WE ACHIEVE IT MIGHT BE SMALLER BUT FATHERS CELABRATE IT WITH GREAT 

JOY. HE SUPRESSES ALL HIS DREAMS AND DESIRES JUST TO FULLFILL THEIR CHILDREN’S 

DREAMS. HE HAS A GOLDEN HEART THAT HE DOES NOT EXPECT ANYTHING IN RETURN BUT 

LOVE. 

A GIRL MAY HAVE MOTHER, SISTER, BROTHER BUT FATHER IS THE ONLY ONE WHO IS 

RESPONSIBLE AND STANDS WITH THE DAUGHTER TILL HIS LAST BREATH. 

MY FATHER SAYS THAT I AM HIS MOTHER, HE LOVES ME LIKE HE LOVED HIS MOTHER , 

AND AS A FRIEND TOO. HE IS MY FIRST TEACHER, GOD, AND A REAL HERO. I AM SO LUCKY 

TO HAVE HIM AS MY FATHER IN MY LIFE. 

IF I COULD GET ANOTHER LIFE, I WANT TO BE YOUR DAUGHTER AND YOU AS MY FATHER. 

“WHEN I AM AT MY BEST, 

I AM MY FATHER’S DAUGHTER”. 

THANKYOU. 
 

- S. PUJITHA, 

2019ENG170025 

Senkepalli.pujitha98@gmail.com 
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HUMANITY  
 
 

 

I am not Buddha , 
 

to provide peace to the world. 

I am not Jesus, 

to wash their sins with my blood. 

I am not Vishnu, 

to cut their head for their crime to give moksha. 

I am not Shiva, 

to open my third eye to burn their worries. 

I am not Brahma, 

to rewrite or alter their fate to make everything comfort as theirs. 

I am not Allah , 

to preach the good things to do in their life. 

But I am just a human being with innocence …. 
 

to give a warm smile without greed, 
 

talk without bad intentions, mingle without selfishness. 
 

“World is depended on HUMANITY which shows us the DIVINITY”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P a g e 
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HOW LITERATURE CHANGED MY LIFE 

 
• Women are facing Or struggling  with many problems in 

our society like Gang rapes, Discrimination (gender),Child 

marriages, Education, Cast…Even though I knew some 

incidents before I’m not in a position to understand them 

clearly but through literature I came to know many 

incidents and the sufferings of the women in detail. 

• Many literary writers expressed their own views boldly 

without any hesitation. For ex: KAMALA DAS’s poetry 

voices their(women) problems like how men need 

women  for their body while women seek love. She 

wants to bring out the difference between men and 

women. 

• While listening to those stories somehow I connected 

with many incidents . So now I want to share some of my 

views on this topic. 

 
 

• CHILD MARRIAGES : The first and foremost issue that is 

faced by women is child marriages. It leads to  several 



 
 
 
 
 
 

psychological, social, mental and physical issues for 

young girls 

ACID ATTACKS : Another problem is the acid attacks. It 

happened many times in India. It is done with the 

intension of taking revenge on a girl by throwing acid. 

 
• RAPE : It is one of the most significant issues that 

 

are faced by women in India. It destroys the entire life of 

a girl or woman. According to statistics, it is one of the 

most common crimes on a girl or woman all over the 

world. 

 
• EDUCATION : Education is one of the issues in  a 

woman's life. Here I want to give one example: I’m  the 

only person who studied literature in my village I know 

how women are 



 
 
 
 
 
 

treated by the people without education.. In my village 

people won’t give even any value to the uneducated  

girls. So I’m trying my best to educate our village girls. As 

a literature student I inspired them and as a responsible 

citizen I want to contribute 

something to them so I’m sharing my experiences 

with them. 

 
• DOMESTIC VIOLENCE : A woman is insulted or beaten by 

her husband and her relatives in the home. 

 
• SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND DOWRY : One of the most 

prevalent issues is sexual harassment. It also includes 

touching women publicly, teasing her and till today 

dowry  is  still practised in India. 

 
These are only some of the problems women face in our 

society. What I want to suggest is not to always pressure 

women to restrict themselves. and try to educate only boys. 

Because if  there is any problem we have to sort it from two 

sides, not just  one side. Unfortunately, all these years we have 

been doing it in other way i.e., pressuring women. Through 

literature I learnt this fact and I'm trying to educate some 

people in my surroundings. I believe, if we learn these things 

from the very beginning of our lives , then we will all become 

good citize
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NEVER GIVE UP 

 
If I made a mistake, then I would correct it, and do it 

once again, even  if I feel the pain. 

 
But there also lies a prize and that made me realize that, 

Even If I was to fail, it would be learning trail. 

 
If a hope for medals and a cup, I can't just rely on luck. 

I must do hard work, to show the world my worth. 

That's the essence of never give up. 

 
V. LAKSHMI 

Roll no: 32 
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MY favourite Author 

I enjoy reading so I like many books that are written by different authors. But I have a favourite 

author and he is Charles Dickens . He is a great Novelist. 

He was a major Victorian Novelist .He was born on 7 February 1812 in England. His full name was 

Charles John Dickens His mother’s name was Elizabeth Dickens . He began his literary career as a 

journalist in 1833 He became a reporter for' The morning chronicle’ .In that capacity he entered the 

House of commons. 
 

Some of the famous Novels:- 

• Pickwick paper – 1837 

• Oliver Twist – 1837 

• Nicholas nickel by -1838 

• The old curiosity stop -1840 

• A flight -1851 

A Tale of two cities his famous play 

 
 

His books are stories about life in the English society in his days. Oliver Twist and 

David Copperfield are brought to life in his books . Their experiences both happy and 

sad, are so real . Both Oliver Twist and David Copperfield suffer a lot .But in the end , 

good fortune smiles on them .It is believed that David Copperfield is the story of 

Charles Dickens’ own life 

He was very poor in his young days and saw a lot of cruelty towards people in his 

society. He wanted to change all that and make his society a happy and healthy one 

where children could enjoy their childhood. 



.His love and sympathy for the poor and home less make me admire him as one of 

the greatest men and authors that ever lived. 
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